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coasts, as far as the United States is concerned, the average
growing season is anything from 240 to as many days as
you like in the year. This means that all that great tract is
given over to cash-specialty farming—the growth of tobacco,
cotton, rice, citrus fruits—the oranges of Florida being as
good as any you can find in the world . . . which is saying
a good deal from me who grow my own oranges and in
good years eat as many as a dozen or a dozen and a half a
day. . . . Not all of my own growing.
Thus, in all these Southern-South districts, as in the
Shenandoah Valley and its continuations, as long as cash
farming continues to be practicable, capitalized or quasi-
capitalized—share-cropping—forms of farming will con-
tinue to prevail. But I have lately seen the ruin of the South
predicted with authority. Apparently the invention of a
cotton-picking machine is to give Australia the chance to
ruin Southern cotton; ever-increasing tariffs will enable
Europe and the East to stop f6r ever the export of all kinds
of Southern tobacco—and the same with rice. . . . How
all that may turn out I do not know. . , . But I do know
that the statistics I may seem to have introduced rather
arbitrarily into a work that should be light and entertaining
—those statistics prove without any shadow of a doubt that,
as far as America is concerned, the whole of the land we are
going through from North New Jersey to Memphis, Baton
Rouge, Natchez and thence to the port of embarkation for
the Madeiras—practically every inch of that great territory
is absolutely suited to cultivation by the Small Producer—
the combination of Self-Sufficing, Part-Time, artist, crafts-
man, productivity. . . . For the new Golden Age.
§
Exactly the same climatic and soil conditions prevail—from
the average 180 day average growth, 50 to 60 inch average
rainfall, on limestone soil of the English South Coast to the
365 day average growth, 60 to 80 inch rainfall, residual-
soiled foothills of the Alps in Provence and Liguria we
have flitted through and shall flit through again before we
are done » * . exactly the same conditions, then, prevail

